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A field guide to common STDs
©Howard L. Kaplan 1994

Start with the chorus, slowly, and then alternate brisk verses with brisk choruses

Complete lyrics begin on the next page
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Peterson shows how to tell the ganders from the drakes,
Conant has the field marks of lovely, harmless snakes,
White and Borror help distinguish hornets, wasps, and bees,
And this song is a field guide to common STDs.

The classic STD can't spread through foodstuffs or through air.
It much prefers to travel when two people form a pair,
Because, unlike your elbows or the bottoms of your feet,
And quite unlike the surface of a public toilet seat,
Your private parts have crevices. They're moist or fluid-filled,
And, underneath your clothing, they are safe from getting chilled.
So, when the private parts are joined, as many folks enjoy,
They make a cozy corridor for germs to redeploy.

A small sore on your penis or your labia or anus
That disappears in three to eight weeks and is rather painless
But causes lymph nodes to enlarge and leaves a tiny scar
Can lead to consequences much more serious, by far:
A rash or surface ulcers that persist about two years,
And then a latent period. No outward sign appears,
But deep inside, the germs attack your spinal cord and brain.
This is the course of syphilis; it leaves some folks insane.

A woman with some germs in early stages will not know,
So this verse is addressed to men, in whom the symptoms show.
If you are finding pain and pus each time you try to piss,
Beware! because some dreadful complications follow this,
Like epididymo-orchitis: what an awful mess!
Your scrotum and your penis both turn purple, and abscess.
So get your discharge tested, for there is no panacea:
Some drugs work in chlamydia and some in gonorrhea.

Now this one is atypical. It's more robust than most,
Less sensitive by far to where it gets into the host.
If you find that your genitals are starting to get marred
With tiny growths upon their surface that are rough and hard
But otherwise are painless, though they are an awful sight,
Don't think you've gotten callouses from playing hard at night:
Just like the bottoms of your feet, your tender private parts
Respond to certain viruses — not toads — by making warts.
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Now this one is incurable. Most days you feel fine,
But viruses have colonized the base part of your spine,
And sometimes you break out in sores that blister and then ooze,
To which you may apply some healing ointment, if you choose.
The outbreaks seem to come with stress, for instance, when you're ill,
More so if you're a speed freak or a woman on the pill.
And it can help to take a drug that's called acyclovir,
Which may reduce the herpes symptoms when they reappear.

If you've seen Philadelphia — the movie, not the place —
You've seen Kaposi's lesions on the body and the face.
They are not always present, for there are no certain signs
That show up on the surface as the T-cell count declines.
The red cells carry oxygen. The T-cells, being white,
Are active in infections; they're essential to the fight.
If vaginitis or pneumonia doesn't get resolved
Despite antibiotics, then there may be AIDS involved.

We're gratefully amazed at what our scientists can do.
We thought the VD problem had been solved in World War II,
When penicillin took away some fears of falling ill,
And then we took more chances in the 60s with the pill.
But, as we brought in stronger drugs to drive disease away,
Some strains became resistant as they changed their DNA.
Now even the old classics can return to haunt us yet;
There's more than one infection out there you don't want to get.

Note: in some countries, the term “STI” for “Sexually Transmitted Infection” is preferred to “STD”.
In those countries, the chorus can be modified as follows:

Peterson shows how to tell the ganders from the drakes,
Conant has the field marks of lovely, harmless snakes,
White and Borror help distinguish hornets, wasps, and flies,
And this song is a field guide to common STIs.

Of course, in those countries, the authors of the local field guides to birds, herptiles, and insects
will be different, so singers will need to find their own appropriate substitues.


